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in conversation with Francesca Lacatena

of its own self. Everything is dying in this attempt to circumscribe, immobilize,
fix the moving multitude of relations. This show came as a beautiful coincidental
opportunity as I was reading François Roustang’s work about Hypnosis, where the
notion of animality appears from the first pages as the core-liberating-notion.
I translated some quotes here:
Nowadays, the influence has taken the name of unconscious, corollary of a closed psyche
on itself. It is in fact the belonging of the human being to the world of the living more
precisely to his animality. Metaphor of influence, hypnosis, which should be called ‘la
veille’ du corps or awakening of life (la vigilia del corpo o il risveglio della vita) is the hub
where the animality of man and his humanity can be exchanged. Animality can not be
humanized if the human has not been animated.3

How is the hypnotic state obtained? One word can be answered: by sustained
attention that causes confusion.
The important thing is to obtain the greatest absorption possible in this element
*so that, for the hypnotized, the difference between himself and this object is
abolished.
on confusion…
The period of gestation of a discovery is inevitably marked by obscurity, in
favor of elements that had never been close together are now linked in a
necessary way…
FL: In her desecrating anthology (Video Green, 2004) Chris Kraus
moves her sagacious engines to make an account on deterministic
dynamics of exclusion/inclusion within the art world. There is a quote
by Kraus in particular – an equation, to be more precise – which might be
instrumental to investigate some questions underlying your work: “privacy is to
contemporary female art what obscenity was to male art and literature of the 60s.”4
The willingness of someone to use their life as primary material is still deeply
disturbing and even more so if the author views her own experience at some
3 Roustang, François, Influence, Éditions de minuit, 1990.
4 Chris Kraus “Pay Attention” in Video Green, SEMIOTEXTE, 2004.

remove. “There is no problem with female confession providing it is made within
a repentant therapeutic narrative. But to examine things cooly, to thrust experience
out of one’s own brain and put it on the table, is still too confrontational.” Like
the most canonical conceptual art, Jennifer Schlosberg and Carol Irving’s work
discussed (and documented) by Kraus in Video Green, forges an interaction that
implicates its viewers. “It’s the distancing of female experience that drives art
critics crazy.” Refusing the realm of abject memoir/confession, Schlosberg and
Irving’s projects presume to treat female experience universally.
Astrid Kajsa Nylander (AKN): I think it is a very interesting aspect you are
bringing up, there might be a dividing line within the art world. On one side those
who believe identity, heritage, life events and biography to be fundamental for the
art work. On the other side, the advocates of a distance between the artist and the
work – a principal based on “universal experience”… Only thing I can say is that I
feel drawn to neither of these approaches as go-to-methods for creating interesting
works. I do believe that belonging to any “not-frequently-represented-category”
on the intersectional grid within the history (and present) of Art, you are sooner
or later faced with the inherent absurdity of someone like you entering the stage,
grabbing the mic, and calling for everyone’s attention. This absurdity brings you
a certain sense of empowerment and happiness, alongside tears of frustration and
feelings of powerlessness… Thing is, jokes make up a strong armory if you are in
lack of such… and if you are clever you can bottle up subversive points in brilliant
jokes and put people in touch with your personal struggle and make it relatable. I
recognize this strategy, along with a certain coolness, being built-in inside a lot of
art from the 70s such as Lee Lozano’s explicit drawings of sexually aroused tools…
or more contemporary: David Hammons’ chiaroscuro impressions of a bouncing,
dirty basketball allover a paper. As well as anachronistic approaches of bending time
through the use of historical settings to critique the present.
Painful and sincere testimonies are intrinsic in a humour and coolness that
accomplishes to lay bare the skeleton of an unequal society.
FL: When we talk about a society structured by self-interest, we mean egoistic,
narrow self-interest. But there is a wider sense of self that also might provide
structure for society, in which the distinction between self and other is not based

so much on the conflict of egos, but rather on seeing and being able to imagine
the commonality of experience. In order for that to happen, we need to work real
hard on exercising our imagination. The moment we start to speculate what “their
internal motives” must have been, in order for them to behave as they did, we
need to just put on the breaks and start to imagine how the world looks from that
person’s point of view. Really viscerally and kinesthetically experience that. You
typically engage with abstract compositions. This might even be the first human
figures you paint in a very long time – How did these portraits happen?
AKN: As an artist I am looking for a way to describe my experience of being here
on Earth… entangling and detangling my experience with things I have read, seen,
heard. I was looking for a way to structure and present “my” material without
depicting the body/the organism as we know it in modern western art history (the
female nude representing the status of the painting as an object of sensual pleasure,
a luxury commodity5, or a white erect man in a magnificent outfit). I was looking
for a way to paint the experience of being in a body without painting that body.
For example in my painting “mall muscles (quick responses)” you see a pair of feet
and a string forming the shape of two hands approaching. In this composition I
was thinking about foot-reflex-therapy where the whole body is mapped out on the
sole of one’s feet. According to this practice every experience of being in contact
with Earth, culture, relationships is stored and thus represented in the soles of our
feet. These were the kind of strategies of depiction I was looking for – to search
somewhere else: unexpected and horizontal places.
And now I am in Napoli, painting portraits….! Changing locations can transform
my approach to how I allow myself to express. I admit having been afraid of
painting myself or others during my studies in Germany, because the fear of being
reduced to that “therapeutic confessional zone”... and as mentioned above, I
wanted to refrain from storing the human experience by reproducing the white,
female body – a kind of bodily presence inscribed by mental absence (Burchardt,
2018). I felt as if the paintings would then merely reproduce objectification, and
that the interpretation would be reduced to concern those depicted bodies. Painting
5 Ewa Lajer Burchardt The Painter’s Touch, Princeton/Oxford: Princeton University Press
(2018) p. 5.

bodies is an occupied, infected field if you might say so, and I am circling around
it, considering how to approach.
At this moment in Napoli I felt ready, for the first time since a long time, to be (or
play?) “cool” about it… Through my former works, I prepared a bit of ground and
a setting ready to introduce some more “specific characters.” In these characters,
I understand something quite introspective, and at the same time they look away
from Earth, into the stellar sky. The tranquil insects and intact bubbles imply that
they may have been in this state of mind for a while. I wouldn’t call it passive,
but maybe reluctant, maybe in speechless correspondence with their surrounding.
They are portraits but they share structure with landscape paintings and elements
from still lives. For the show I wanted the spirit of these characters to be present in
the exhibition space, as a certain kind of honest immediacy and generosity towards
the audience – not trying to hide behind a conceptual distance but to put myself
out there, to admit that I have been inspecting us in order to interpret a prevalent,
dazed condition that I see as a reflection of our contact with a perpetual flow of
data (information).
FL: When I saw the “mini-jobs”, I had to think of a late Italian artist – long
forgotten until this last Spring, when a British auction house began breaking
records with him – I’m talking about Domenico Gnoli. I don’t know if you are
familiar with his work from the late Sixties. You take one step further in the
wish to isolate the object – a button is often the protagonist of Gnoli’s imagery
as well. Your buttons, though, are not simply painted over the entire surface of a
canvas – like Gnoli’s – but stretched over unorthodoxly shaped supports – triangles
or spheres. Your pictorial volumes outreach unconventional scaling in a leap
to fourth-dimensionality. A few other contemporary painters took this leap (not
particularly interested in dropping notorious, historical names or recent ones) – but
what is, actually, the real challenge behind it?
AKN: I love the works of Domenico Gnoli! They have one of his paintings at the
Hamburger Kunsthalle and that’s where I first got in contact with his work. I think
it was up in a show in 2014, and I had just started to discover the button as a “stand
in” for the body, the connection of things, its objecthood. Like Gnoli, I also love to
study details in medieval and renaissance paintings.

